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Hotfile HD video quality tools - K9XS HD Video Player mvp keygenElectronic market An electronic
market, or electronic exchange, is a specialised electronic exchange, operated by a regulated financial
institution, that facilitates the trading of financial instruments. Most of the time the transactions are

related to securities, and the electronic market is called an electronic trading system (ETS), or
electronic trading floor, such as the Nasdaq Nordic or NYSE Dark Star. Most electronic markets form
a part of the specialist dealing rooms (otherwise known as trading floors) or electronic trading floors,

of a stock exchange, in which specialist dealers execute their orders in the company's own trading
rooms. A few other emerging electronic markets are not part of the trading rooms of stock exchanges
but instead are independent entities. These markets can offer more flexibility to individual investors,
but also need a more sophisticated market infrastructure and can be prone to systemic risk that affect

the entire financial system. These markets include exchanges such as The Eurex Exchange or the
Multilateral Trading Facility. As of April 2010, the Euronext Paris Exchange is operated by the

electronic trading unit of the Deutsche Börse, for listings which formerly were part of the Euronext-
operated exchange. The move has been criticised for limiting market diversity. History The first

electronic exchange dates back to the 1970s. As the number of new securities offerings multiplied
dramatically in the early 1980s and the microcomputer revolution began, an increasing number of new

companies began to issue shares on a new class of electronic markets. Until the late 1980s, these
markets were very small and concentrated, serving only a few clients in a few specific securities and a
limited number of the major markets in a few instruments. They were, however, an important element

in the evolution of online trading. The first large-scale, electronic trading system was the 1984 New
York Stock Exchange's (NYSE) pilot of a dark pool, a market operated as a private venue trading in
anonymity. Other early electronic trading systems included Euronext's Compucash and Montgomery

Securities' e-floor. In the 1990s, NASDAQ grew to prominence with the introduction of the electronic
circuit boards for Nasdaq market makers in 1990. Nymex became the first major exchange to use a
central system for NYSE market makers in late 1992. The 1996 EuroMTF, and later successor the

Multilateral Trading Facility, was operated by Euronext and at various times included the L
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